Traditional in vitro 2D cell culture-based models have limitations in cancer research, as they do not accurately reflect the complex 3D architecture and interactions we find in tumors. Cell–cell communications are vital for cancer growth and proliferation. Cancer cells communicate with each other and surrounding cells through various pathways, sending signals that promote their growth, survival, and proliferation through autocrine, paracrine, and endocrine. Fundamentally, this communication forms the basis of cancer survival. This can involve growth factors, cytokines, and other molecules that activate essential signaling pathways for tumor growth. Cancer cells need constant blood and nutrients to sustain such massive growth. This is again achieved by communication with endothelial cells to stimulate the formation of new blood vessels to sustain their energy and metabolic needs. Conventional 2D and 3D cultures play a role in oncology research, but each has its strengths and weaknesses when it comes to studying cancer. While 2D culture systems are simple, easier, and inexpensive to set up and maintain, 3D cultures are more realistic representations of actual tumors due to their 3D structure and cell–cell interactions. They can capture the genetic and functional heterogeneity of patient-derived tumors, thereby allowing for modeling the tumor microenvironment with various cell types and signaling and immune molecules. 2D culture fails to accurately reflect the complex 3D architecture and interactions of cells as seen in vivo due to their limited ability to model cell–cell interactions and the tumor microenvironment. 3D culture-derived organoids behave like miniature, simplified organs in vitro, which can be used for drug testing, disease modeling, and regenerative medicine applications. By creating conditions mimicking embryonic development, 3D culture can be used to study organogenesis and tissue morphogenesis. 3D culture models can also be used to study the interaction between pathogens and host cells, providing a more accurate representation of in vivo conditions than traditional 2D cultures.

Therefore, the use of 3D culture is multidimensional and spans multiple avenues, contributing to our advancements in understanding biology, disease mechanisms, oncology research, and the development of novel therapeutic strategies.
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